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incentive, and he thought about his religion as little as he
could. There it was, like a passport put away in a safe, and
you did not bother about it until there was a call for it. Then
out it came. " Pass Christian ! " (" Them Atheists will look
a bit silly ! ") His sexual development was more confused
and complicated than his religious history, it had become
entangled with a number of factors in the metamorphosis
which were essentially independent of sexual reproduction,
and to that greater complex we must now address ourselves.
chapter 2
Purity by Terror
A
1ONG the claims made for that ideal life lived in
the imaginations of the good folk of the Edwardian age
was its Purity. Most people were supposed to be more or
less pure, and in the case of the autobiographical type this
was stressed very aggressively. I remember being told, on
our second day's acquaintance on a liner, by a proud and happy
mother, apropos of a rather lumpish son of seventeen or eighteen
who may or may not have been just out of earshot, " That
boy is still as pure as the driven snow.*' (I dotft fink. I saw
his face.) But they kept up the make-believe so widely that
mostly they did believe that the majority of the people about
them who seemed to be leading pure lives were in fact leading
pure lives. You have witnessed Mrs Tewler's struggle to keep
our hero pure. And here I recall my never to be sufficiently
lamented Mrs Humbelay and how she was saying something
about forgetting one's dreams and imaginations, when
she so unhappily went under the threshold of audibility and
was lost to us.
Those people who still seek and profess purity in our
harder world must murder and banish memories to a wonderful
extent. True that almost all animals forget sexual experiences
very readily. That is understandable of animals, who have

